The behaviour of heavy particles in the expanding plasma jet in argon
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Abstract. This paper concerns the behaviour of heavy particles in an argon plasma expanding from a cascaded arc. The plasma is characterized using high-accuracy spatially resolved Thomson–Rayleigh measurements. It is shown that the expansion of the heavy particles, neutral particles and ions, is close to adiabatic and that three-particle recombination has a small effect on the ion density. The measurements are compared with an adiabatic model and are found to be in good agreement. The behaviour of the neutral particles in the shock front is independent from that of the ions. The neutral particle shock front is identical to the shock front found in neutral gases and is accordingly characterized by the neutral particle Mach number. It is experimentally confirmed that the shape of the shock front is of the Mott-Sm‘ith type. The motion of the ions in the shock front is influenced by the presence of the electrons in such a way that the electrons are compressed by the ions. The shape of the ion shock front is of the Mott-Sm‘ith type, however, with a different Mach number which includes the electron temperature.

1. Introduction

Expanding plasmas have become more and more interesting from both a technological point of view as well as from a more fundamental point of view. These types of plasma are used in the recently developed fast deposition method (up to a factor of hundred higher rates than with the conventional deposition methods) for several types of carbon coatings (ranging from crystalline graphite and diamond to amorphous hydrogenated carbon the so called ‘diamond like coatings’) and amorphous hydrogenated silicon layers [1–3]. Also the use of these type of plasmas for bright atomic and ionic hydrogen sources is presently under investigation [4]. Furthermore, these type of plasmas are used in thrusters for space applications [5].

For the applications mentioned a detailed fundamental insight into the expanding plasma is necessary. For example, the recently reported drastic decrease of the electron density in argon/hydrogen plasmas [4], for even small amounts of hydrogen admixtures, makes a detailed study of the dynamics of these types of plasmas necessary. Moreover, since in most applications for plasma deposition argon is the carrier gas, a detailed study of a pure expanding argon plasma is essential. Phenomena observed in argon/hydrogen plasmas or with additional admixtures of methane (CH₄) or silane (SiH₄) can then be related to the pure argon case.

In this paper the fundamental aspects of a plasma expanding from a cascaded arc are discussed using accurate spatially resolved Thomson–Rayleigh scattering measurements. In the next section the experimental set-up and the Thomson–Rayleigh scattering diagnostics are shortly discussed. The succeeding sections concern with the discussion of the performed measurements and the comparison with different models reported in the literature. Finally conclusions will be given.

2. Experiment

The measurements discussed in this paper are performed on a plasma which expands freely from a sub atmospheric thermal plasma in argon (a cascaded arc, typical values for temperature T ≈ 1 eV, electron density nₑ ≈ 10^{22} m⁻³ and neutral particle density n₀ ≈ 10^{23} m⁻³, see figure 1) into a low background pressure (p ≈ 10–100 Pa) [6–9]. The plasma has been described in detail elsewhere [7]. The settings discussed in this paper are listed in table 1. The electron density and temperature and the neutral particle density in the expansion part are measured locally by means of Thomson and Rayleigh scattering. The main components of the scattering diagnostic are: a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser, a polychromator based on a holographic concave grating and a gateable light amplifier in combination with a linear photodiode array. Much attention is given to the suppression of stray light which is essential if one wants to measure Rayleigh and Thomson scattering simultaneously (equivalent stray light level 0.4 Pa argon at 300 K). One of the main advantages of Thomson–Rayleigh scattering is that the spatially resolved values...
of \( n_e \), \( T \), and \( n_0 \) are measured, i.e. no Abel inversion has to be performed. For more details concerning the Thomson–Rayleigh scattering diagnostic, the reader is referred to the original publication [7].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Thomson–Rayleigh scattering results

In figures 2 and 3 the measured \( n_e \), \( n_0 \) and \( T \), on the axis of the plasma jet, as a function of the axial position \( z \), for the five settings as given in table 1, are shown. Setting 1 of table 1 is also shown in figure 3 for comparison. The position of \( z = 0 \) mm corresponds to the exit of the cascaded arc. Note the accuracies in \( T \), and \( n_0 \) for the lowest background pressure. The accuracy of the neutral particle density for values below \( 7 \times 10^{19} \text{ m}^{-3} \) is about 100%, i.e. these values are at the detection limit. The accuracy in \( T \) just behind the density shock front is for \( p = 13.3 \text{ Pa} \) worse than for \( p = 40 \) and 133 Pa (see figure 2). The reproducibility of the measurements was checked by performing more measurements for a certain position during the day. All the measurements showed that the reproducibility was within the estimated error. The accuracy in \( T \) is related to the electron density: the accuracy is better for larger electron densities. For \( n_e \approx 3 \times 10^{18} \text{ m}^{-3} \) the error in \( T \) is approximately 10 to 20% [7, 8].

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1.** The expanding cascaded arc. Schematically, to the left a cascaded arc is attached to a vacuum chamber, the plasma jet expands into a low background pressure. The exit of the cascaded arc corresponds to the \( z = 0 \) position.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2.** \( n_e \) (a), \( n_0 \) (b) and \( T \) (c) on the axis as a function of the axial position for different background pressures. \( I_{\text{arc}} = 45 \text{ A}; \) \( \text{Ar flow} = 58 \text{ scs}^{-1} \); +, 13.3 Pa; ○, 40 Pa; ■, 133 Pa.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Settings</th>
<th>( I_{\text{arc}} ) (A)</th>
<th>( \text{Ar flow} ) (scs(^{-1}))</th>
<th>( p ) (Pa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The different settings of the cascaded arc set-up. For explanation see text.

The division of the plasma into the supersonic expansion, the stationary shock front and the subsonic relaxation region (the region behind the shock front) is clearly seen in figures 2(a) and (b) and 3(a) and (b). As known from measurements and calculations in the cascaded arc [9], for equivalent settings as given in table 1,
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Figure 3. $n_e (a)$, $n_0 (b)$ and $T_e (c)$ on the axis as a function of the axial position for different settings of the cascaded arc for a vessel pressure $p = 40$ Pa; $O$, $I_{arc} = 45$ A and Ar flow = 58 scc s$^{-1}$; $+$, $I_{arc} = 60$ A and Ar flow = 58 scc s$^{-1}$; $\bullet$, $I_{arc} = 45$ A and Ar flow = 75 scc s$^{-1}$.

the values of the electron and neutral particle densities at the exit of the cascaded arc are approximately equal to $n_e \approx 10^{22}$ m$^{-3}$ and $n_0 \approx 10^{23}$ m$^{-3}$. This means that in the first part of the expansion the densities decrease by three orders of magnitude. Because the electron density is equal to the ion density, the measurement of the electron density gives information on the dynamic behaviour of the ions as well. This is related to the fact that it is easier to estimate the divergence of the ion flux. Therefore, in the treatment of the mass balance for the electron or ion density, it is more instructive to discuss the properties in terms of the ion dynamics. The decrease of the electron temperature in the expansion region is smaller than is expected on the basis of an adiabatic expansion. In that case the temperature would decrease as $n_e^{2/3}$, which means for the situation of the setting 1 of table 1 (see figure 2) that the electron temperature would decrease by two orders of magnitude. The reason for this diabatic behaviour in the expansion of the electron gas will be discussed in the next section. As mentioned a shock occurs both in the ion and in the neutral particle density. The difference in shock front thickness for the neutral particles and ions is related to the mean free paths of the ions and neutral particles ahead of the shock. As can be seen from figures 2 and 3, the jump in electron temperature occurs in front of the jump in densities. The structure and thickness of the shock front will be treated in more detail later on. A separate paper is devoted to the heating mechanism of the electron gas in the stationary shock front [10]. After the shock front, the electron density decreases slowly. The neutral particle density increases towards the background value.

It is clear from figures 2(a) and (b) that the background pressure has no effect on the first part of the expansion. However, the start of the shock fronts, as measured from the exit of the cascaded arc, advances if the background pressure decreases. As in Young's [11] work, it is observed that the position of the shock front is found at larger distances from the cascaded arc exit, if the background pressure is lowered.

By changing the flow $Q$ and the arc current $I_{arc}$ (see table 1), the values of the velocity, the temperature, and in particular the densities for the different species, are different at the exit of the cascaded arc. As can be seen from figure 3(a) $n_e$ is larger if $I_{arc}$ is changed from 45 A to 60 A. For a higher flow in the cascaded arc, the results for the electron density are similar to setting 1 of table 1. The neutral particle density is lower for a higher current in the cascaded arc, leading to a higher ionization degree. This is probably related to the fact that for a higher current the neutral particle density profile in the cascaded arc is different from setting 1 of table 1. The neutral particle density is lower for a higher current in the cascaded arc, leading to a higher ionization degree. This is probably related to the fact that for a higher current the neutral particle density profile in the cascaded arc is different from setting 1 of table 1, which affects the neutral particle density profile in the expansion. For the higher flow in the cascaded arc, the neutral particle density in the expansion is approximately equal to setting 1 of table 1. The differences in the electron temperature are small for the different settings in the cascaded arc. For the situation with $I_{arc} = 60$ A the electron temperature is, however, systematically larger than for the other four settings. The difference in electron temperature is especially clear behind the electron temperature jump and in the subsonic relaxation region.

In figures 4(a)–(c) the electron and neutral particle
electron density has a small peak on top of a broader profile. In figure 5 the Thomson–Rayleigh scattering measurements are shown in a smoothed three-dimensional representation which shows that, after the shock density and the electron temperature as a function of the radial coordinate \( r \) are shown for \( z = 10 \text{ mm} \), \( z = 20 \text{ mm} \) and \( z = 40 \text{ mm} \) for setting 1 of table 1. As is seen from figure 4, in the expansion, a structure corresponding to the so called barrel shock is present [12], resulting in two dips in the neutral particle density. The electron density has a dip just ahead of the shock front. Close to the exit of the cascaded arc, the radial profile of the

Figure 4. \( n_e \) (a), \( n_0 \) (b) and \( T_e \) (c) as a function of the radial position for three axial positions: \( O \), \( z = 10 \text{ mm} \); +, \( z = 20 \text{ mm} \); ■, \( z = 40 \text{ mm} \).

Figure 5. A smoothed three-dimensional representation of the electron density \( n_e \) (a), \( n_0 \) (b), and \( T_e \) (c).
front, the structure in the radial profiles of the electron density and temperature and the neutral particle density disappears. Furthermore, the typical structure of the shock front can be seen clearly.

The results presented in figures 2 and 3 are similar to results obtained previously [13-16]. The radial profiles given in figure 4 are similar to the results of Kobayashi et al [17], who measured the densities in the barrel shock in a expanding plasma jet using interferometry.

In the next two sections 3.2 and 3.3 the supersonic expansion and the shock front in the densities will be treated in more detail.

3.2. The supersonic expansion

Figure 6 shows the measured behaviour of \( n_0 \), \( n_e \) (\( \approx n_i \)) as a function of \( z \) in the expansion together with the relation derived by Ashkenas and Sherman [12]. This model was originally developed for the adiabatic supersonic expansion of ideal gases. Following this model the densities scale as

\[
  n = \frac{n_{ref} z_{ref}^2}{(z - z_0)^2}
\]

for \( z \gg z_0 \). Equation (1) is the well known source expansion with \( n_{ref} \), the reservoir particle density, \( z_0 \) the origin from which the particle trajectories seem to originate and \( z_{ref} \) a reference length. As can be seen from figure 6 the agreement of equation (1) with the measurements of \( n_0 \) and \( n_e \) is excellent. The interpretation of equation (1) is as follows. During the expansion, thermal energy is converted adiabatically into directed kinetic energy. Since the thermal energy is limited by the total enthalpy in the reservoir (in the present case the conditions at the end of the cascaded arc), the velocity \( v_{axis} \) along the axis saturates and becomes finally constant. From flux conservation this means that for a source expansion the product \( n v_{axis} A \) is constant. Since the area \( A \) of the plasma jet scales as \( z^2 \), the densities scale as \( z^{-2} \) for large \( z \) (see equation (1)). For a plasma, however, equation (1) is only valid if the recombination or ionization can be neglected compared with the change of density due to the expansion. In table 2 the parameters \( z_0 \) and \( n_{ref} \), corresponding to the different settings of table 1, are given. As can be seen from table 2, for the same settings of the plasma, the parameters \( z_0 \) and \( n_{ref} \) for the electron and neutral particle density are the same within the estimated error. This means that the change of the ionization degree during expansion of the plasma is minimal. Another conclusion is that for the same arc settings but different vessel pressure the fitting parameters are equal, indicating the supersonic nature of the expansion. Hence, from table 2 it can be concluded that the recombination of argon during the expansion is much smaller than the decrease of the densities caused by the expansion of the plasma.

An alternative approach to determine the recombination of argon in an expanding plasma jet has been used, i.e. by means of the electron energy balance [18]. For \( n_e \) as a function of \( T_e \) for the plasma settings as given in table 1, a simple scaling law is found which reads

\[
  T_e^\gamma = C_0 n_e
\]

The parameters \( \gamma \) and \( C_0 \) are determined from a weighted least-mean square analysis and are equal to \( \gamma = 3.47 \pm 0.26 \) and \( C_0 = 4.7 \times 10^{-9} \text{m}^3 \text{K}^{-3.47} \). The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Settings</th>
<th>( z_{0,e} ) (mm)</th>
<th>( n_{ref,e} ) (10^{23} m^{-3})</th>
<th>( z_{0,n} ) (mm)</th>
<th>( n_{ref,n} ) (10^{23} m^{-3})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5 \pm 0.5</td>
<td>1.3 \pm 0.3</td>
<td>1.5 \pm 0.5</td>
<td>3.0 \pm 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.5 \pm 0.5</td>
<td>1.3 \pm 0.3</td>
<td>1.5 \pm 0.5</td>
<td>3.0 \pm 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.5 \pm 0.5</td>
<td>1.3 \pm 0.3</td>
<td>1.5 \pm 0.5</td>
<td>3.0 \pm 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.5 \pm 0.5</td>
<td>1.5 \pm 0.3</td>
<td>2.5 \pm 0.5</td>
<td>3.0 \pm 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.5 \pm 0.5</td>
<td>1.7 \pm 0.3</td>
<td>3.5 \pm 0.5</td>
<td>2.0 \pm 0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
accuracy in $C_0$ is approximately a factor three. Since $\chi > \frac{1}{3}$ the electron gas is heated in the expansion. Using a quasi one-dimensional model and equation (2), it was shown analytically that this heating is caused by three-particle recombination [18]. The absolute value of the recombination coefficient determined, with the familiar $T_e^{-9/2}$ dependence [19], was within a factor of three equal to the values found in the literature [20, 21].

3.3. The shock front

Before we discuss the features of the measured shock front in the neutral particle and ion density, we will first shortly review some of the shock theory available in the literature.

The shock front is an example of a surface of discontinuity in gas dynamics [22]. In the situation of a discontinuity, the flow parameters such as the temperature, density, pressure and velocity, on each side of the discontinuity surface are given by relations which describe the conservation of mass, momentum and energy. For a perfect gas with $\gamma = \frac{5}{3}$ ($\gamma = \frac{c_p}{c_v}$, with $c_p$ and $c_v$ the specific heat at constant pressure and volume), these jump relations read [22, 23]

$$
\begin{align*}
\frac{\rho_1}{\rho_2} &= \frac{w_1}{w_2} = \frac{4M_{0,1}^2}{M_{0,1}^2 + 3} \quad \text{(3)} \\
\frac{T_1}{T_2} &= \frac{(5M_{0,1}^2 - 1)(M_{0,1}^2 + 3)}{16M_{0,1}^2} \quad \text{(4)}
\end{align*}
$$

where $\rho_0$, $w_0$, and $T_0$ are the mass density, the velocity and the temperature of the neutral gas. The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the quantities ahead and behind the shock front respectively. Note that when $M_{0,1} \rightarrow \infty$ the compression ratio (equation (3)) approaches (4). Equations (3) and (4) are equivalent to the Rankine-Hugoniot relations [23]. Here $M_0$ is the Mach number defined as

$$
M_0 = \frac{\sqrt{\frac{\gamma}{\gamma - 1}} w_0}{RT_0} \quad \text{(5)}
$$

with $R$ the gas constant for argon given by $k_b/m_b$ ($k_b$ is the Boltzmann constant and $m_b$ the mass of the argon atom). Through the shock front, the supersonic flow transforms into a subsonic flow. The thickness of a shock front for a perfect gas is of the order of the mean free path for neutral-neutral collisions ahead of the shock front $\lambda_{0,1}$ [22, 23]. In the kinetic approach by Mott-Smith [24] and later extended by several others [25, 26], the solution for the ratio of the densities, can be written as

$$
\rho_0(z) = \rho_{0,1} + \frac{3\rho_{0,1}(M_{0,1}^2 - 1)}{[1 + \exp(-4z/L_0)](M_{0,1}^2 + 3)} \quad \text{(6)}
$$

where $z$ is the axial coordinate in the direction of the flow and $L_0$ is the shock thickness as defined by Prandtl [23]

$$
L_0 = \frac{\rho_0(\pm \infty) - \rho_0(-\infty)}{[\partial \rho_0/\partial z]} \quad \text{(7)}
$$

The variation of the temperature and the velocity, through the shock front are deduced from the jump relations (equations (3) and (4)) using the expression (6). Muckenfuss [25] and Glansdorff [26] found that the shock thickness depends very much on the interaction potential of the governing particles. In several experiments the shock front thickness and shape were measured for argon and were in excellent agreement with the theory of Mott-Smith [27-29].

The structure of a shock front in a plasma has a number of interesting features, compared with that of a perfect gas as discussed above. These features are related to the slow energy exchange between the electrons and the heavy particles, the high electron mobility, the presence of space charges and, due to this, the presence of an electric field. Another aspect of a shock front in a plasma is the presence of recombination processes. Since the residence time of the plasma in the shock is small compared to the time needed for substantial recombination or ionization, the change in ionization degree is small. Hence, the influence of recombination processes is mainly in the heating of the electrons as in the case of the expansion [18]. As was discussed in the previous subsection, recombination processes have a small effect on the mass balances. This means that if the small heat exchange between electrons and neutral particles is neglected, the electrons behave independently from the neutral particle component, for the temperatures in the plasma jet considered [8]. On the other hand, as will be shown, the motion of the ions is influenced by the presence of electrons due to the generation of electric fields.

Since the collision times for ion-neutral and neutral-ion interactions in the shock front are much longer than the residence time in the shock and much longer than the neutral-neutral and ion-ion collision times [8], the neutral particles behave in the shock front independently from the ions and, to a good approximation, adiabatically. This means that the results for the neutral gas shock front discussed above still hold. Thus, for the neutral component the jump relations (equations (3) and (4)) are still applicable. The definition of the Mach number in equation (6), in the case of the neutral particle shock front in the present situation, is still equal to that of the neutral gas equation (5).

As stated, the behaviour of the ions in the shock front is independent from the neutral particles. However, the ions do not behave independently from the electrons. The ion shock structure is therefore not adiabatic but is influenced by the presence of the electrons. Since in the shock front the electron density increases, the electrons, due to their higher mobility, leak out of the shock front, causing an excess of negative charge density ahead of the shock front. This excess of negative charge generates an electric field. The influence of this generated electric field on the jump relations for the ion shock, can be determined by considering the electron-ion fluid as undergoing an adiabatic shock transition. As mentioned before, the neutral-ion friction can be neglected in the present approximation, because this friction is smaller than the
corresponding pressure terms in the ion momentum equation.

The conservation laws for the electron–ion fluid for a normal adiabatic shock front are

\[ n_{i,1} w_{i,1} = n_{i,2} w_{i,2} \]

\[ m_n n_{i,1} \frac{w_{i,1}^2}{2} + p_{e,1} + p_{e,1} = m_n n_{i,2} \frac{w_{i,2}^2}{2} + p_{e,2} + p_{e,2} \]

\[ \frac{1}{2} \frac{w_{i,1}^2}{2} + \frac{2}{T_{i,1} + T_{e,1}} = \frac{1}{2} \frac{w_{i,2}^2}{2} + \frac{2}{T_{i,2} + T_{e,2}} \]

where \( n_i \) and \( T_i \) are the velocity and temperature of the ion fluid. In equations (8)–(10) terms proportional to the electron mass are neglected and from (8)–(10) the jump relations for the ion–electron fluid are easily determined and are given by

\[ \frac{n_{i,2}}{n_{i,1}} = \frac{w_{i,1}}{w_{i,2}} = \frac{4 M_i^2}{\mathcal{M}_i^2 + 3} \]

\[ \frac{T_{i,2} + T_{e,2}}{T_{i,1} + T_{e,1}} = \frac{(5 M_i^2 - 1) (M_i^2 + 3)}{16 M_i^2} \]

where \( \mathcal{M}_i \) is the electron–ion Mach number ahead of the ion shock front. \( \mathcal{M}_i \) is defined as

\[ \mathcal{M}_i = \frac{w_i}{\sqrt{\frac{2}{T_i}}} \]

Equations (11) and (12) are identical to the jump relations for the neutral gas (equations (3) and (4)), if \( T_0 \) and \( \rho_0 \) are replaced by \( T_i + T_e \) and \( 2 n_i \) respectively. Using the observation that the electron temperature is approximately constant in the ion shock region (see figures 2 and 3), the jump relations for the ion gas can be determined explicitly in terms of the ion Mach number

\[ M_i = \frac{w_i}{\sqrt{\frac{2}{T_i}}} \]

and the ratio \( T_e/T_i \). These jump relations read

\[ \frac{n_{i,2}}{n_{i,1}} = \frac{w_{i,1}}{w_{i,2}} = \frac{4 M_i^2}{M_i^2 + 3 (1 + T_e/T_i)} \]

\[ \frac{T_{i,2} + T_{e,2}}{T_{i,1} + T_{e,1}} = \frac{[5 M_i^2 - (1 + T_e/T_i)] [M_i^2 + 3 (1 + T_e/T_i)]}{16 M_i^2} - \frac{T_e}{T_i} \]

(16)

As a result of equations (15) and (16) the compression of the ions is smaller than in absence of the electrons. The reason for this smaller compression of the ion gas is that the energy needed to compress the electrons is delivered by the ions through the generation of an electric field. In other words, the compression of the ions is smaller since they are hindered by an excess of positive charges in the ion shock front due to the mentioned leakage of the electrons to positions ahead of the ion shock front.

The situation described in the previous paragraph, the motion of the electron–ion gas through the neutral particle gas is, for the electron–ion gas, identical to the situation of a shock front in a fully ionized plasma. The shock front structure in a fully ionized gas has been determined \([30–34]\) and all references included the electric field due to the charge separation except the work of Jukes \([34]\). In the work of Jaffrin and Probstein \([30]\), the different motion of the electrons results in a charge separation on the scale of the Debye length. The potential distribution has a double-layer shape in the ion shock region with a positive sign ahead of the ion shock front. The influence of a possible current density \( j \) in the shock front region was investigated by Greenberg \textit{et al} \([31]\). However, they did not include viscosity, which caused a discontinuous solution, but did demonstrate that large electric fields can exist \((4 \times 10^6 \text{ V m}^{-1})\) in the ion shock front.

For \( p = 40 \) and \( 13.3 \text{ Pa} \) (see figure 2), the ratio between the neutral particle density ahead and behind the shock front is approximately four, indicating that the neutral particle Mach number is large (see equation (3)). For the ion density the situation is different. Note the overshoot of the ion density for higher background pressures caused by deceleration and cooling of the plasma \([35]\). It can be concluded that for lower background pressures the jump in the ion density decreases. Again this confirms the fact that the ions and neutral particles behave independently in the shock front. If the shock transition of the ions would be gas dynamic in nature, a smaller density jump would mean a smaller ion Mach number. However, as discussed, the motion of the ions in the shock front is influenced by the presence of electrons effectively causing a smaller than gas dynamic ion density jump.

In figure 7 the normalized shock fronts are given for the settings in table 1. The Mott–Smith relation \([24]\) (equation (6)) is used to normalize the neutral particle and ion shock fronts, each with their own shock strengths (respectively \( S_0 \) and \( S_i \)) and shock thicknesses, respectively \( L_0 \) and \( L_i \). The shock strength for the neutral particles is given by (see equation (6))

\[ S_0 = \left( \frac{M_{0,1}^2 - 1}{M_{0,1}^2 + 3} \right) \]

(17)

For the ion shock a similar relation holds, with the ion–electron Mach number \( \mathcal{M}_i \). Although the accuracy of the measured neutral densities for figure 7(a) is limited, a clear correspondence with the Mott–Smith (see equation (6)) solution is seen. For the ion shock front, figure 7(b), the agreement with the result (equation (6)) of Mott–Smith is even better. Here it should be remembered that the ion density has a small overshoot at the end of the ion shock front. Therefore the data at the right in figure 7 have a larger uncertainty. In figure 8 the parameters \( L_0 \) and \( L_i \) and the Mach numbers \( M_{0,1} \) and \( \mathcal{M}_i \) determined from the fit of equation (6) are shown as a function of the vessel pressure for the first three settings of table 1. In table 3 the results of the fit of equation (6), including an estimation of the error in the determined parameters, are given for the five settings of table 1.

As can be concluded from table 3, the Mach number \( M_{0,1} \) is always larger than the Mach number \( \mathcal{M}_i \). This
Figure 7. The normalized shock fronts of the neutral particles (a) and the ions (b) (see table 1): (1) ●, (2) ■, (3) △, (4) □ and (5) ○. The line is the Mott–Smith relation (equation (6)).

is in agreement with equation (15), where it was shown that the presence of electrons decreases the ion density jump. Another important conclusion from figure 8 is that the neutral particle Mach number is larger for lower background pressure, whereas for the ion shock front the situation is reversed. In both cases, however, the shock thickness decreases for increasing background pressure. This is explained by the increasing densities and thus decreasing collision times for ion–ion and neutral–neutral interactions.

The Mach number $\mathcal{M}_i$ decreases as the background pressure decreases, which is opposite to the behaviour of the neutral particles. The electron temperature appearing in $\mathcal{M}_i$ (see equation (13)) becomes smaller for smaller background pressures which should lead to a smaller $\mathcal{M}_i$. Therefore there are only two possibilities which lead to a larger Mach number. The first is that the velocity of the ions for lower background pressure decreases more during the expansion than for higher background pressures. This is related to the structure of the electric field in the expansion. For example, a deceleration of the ions in the neighbourhood of the shock front is caused by a positive space charge behind the shock front [3]. A second reason could be a higher temperature of the ions.

If the pressure behind the shock front is equal to the background pressure, the velocities and temperatures in front of the shock and behind the shock can be determined as follows. From the results of table 3, together with the jump relations for the temperature (equation

Table 3. The parameters $M_0$, $L_0$, $\mathcal{M}_i$, $L_i$ determined from the shock front structure of the neutral particles and the ions for the different settings of table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Settings</th>
<th>$M_0$</th>
<th>$L_0$ (mm)</th>
<th>$\mathcal{M}_i$</th>
<th>$L_i$ (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$4.5 \pm 0.3$</td>
<td>$33 \pm 2$</td>
<td>$2.9 \pm 0.3$</td>
<td>$12 \pm 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$10 \pm 2.0$</td>
<td>$40 \pm 3$</td>
<td>$1.4 \pm 0.1$</td>
<td>$14 \pm 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$3.6 \pm 0.3$</td>
<td>$9 \pm 0.5$</td>
<td>$&gt;10$</td>
<td>$5 \pm 0.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$8.0 \pm 1.0$</td>
<td>$32 \pm 2$</td>
<td>$2.8 \pm 0.3$</td>
<td>$13 \pm 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$3.6 \pm 0.3$</td>
<td>$30 \pm 2$</td>
<td>$2.0 \pm 0.3$</td>
<td>$11 \pm 1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Heavy particles in an expanding plasma jet

(4) for the neutral particles and equation (12) for the ions, the ratio of the temperature ahead and behind the shock front is easily determined. From the background pressure, together with the values of the ion and neutral particle densities and the electron temperature behind the shock front (which is approximately equal to the electron temperature ahead of the shock front), the heavy particle temperature is determined. The results for the neutral particles and ions are given in tables 4 and 5.

In the calculation of the temperatures and velocities it is assumed that the shock front is normal to the direction of the flow. The parameters in tables 4 and 5 are not corrected for the shock front curvature [36], since these corrections are much smaller than the errors in the determined parameters (±10 to 30%). From tables 4 and 5 it can be concluded that the ions and neutral particles just ahead of the shock behave differently, which is reflected in a different velocity and temperature for the ions compared with the neutral particles. Furthermore, the velocities and temperatures are higher ahead of the shock front. This is in agreement with the lower jump of the ion density. The velocity and temperature of the ions for the high background pressure ahead of the ion shock front are unphysical and related to the indeterminacy of the Mach number $M_1$ (see table 3). The values of the neutral particle temperature for setting 1 of table 1 are in agreement with the measurements of Meulenbroeks et al [37]. The values of the determined neutral particle velocity are similar to the results of Poissant and Dudeck [16] and Kroesen et al [6].

### Table 4. The neutral particle temperature and velocity ahead and behind the shock front determined from the jump relations for the different settings of table 1. It is assumed that the pressure behind the shock front equals the vessel pressure and that $T_{0,2} = T_{0,1}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Settings</th>
<th>$T_{0,2}$ (K)</th>
<th>$w_{0,2}$ (m s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$T_{0,1}$ (K)</th>
<th>$w_{0,1}$ (m s$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3700</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>2800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3600</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>730</td>
<td>1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4400</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>2100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6900</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>2500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5. The ion temperature and velocity ahead and behind the shock front determined from the jump relations for the different settings of table 1. It is assumed that the pressure behind the shock front equals the vessel pressure and that $T_{0,2} = T_{0,1}$. Furthermore, the value of the electron temperature behind the ion is used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Settings</th>
<th>$T_{0,2}$ (K)</th>
<th>$w_{0,2}$ (m s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$T_{0,1}$ (K)</th>
<th>$w_{0,1}$ (m s$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3700</td>
<td>940</td>
<td>1230</td>
<td>3370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>1140</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>2340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3600</td>
<td>920</td>
<td>(11600)</td>
<td>(130)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4400</td>
<td>930</td>
<td>1490</td>
<td>3240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6900</td>
<td>1080</td>
<td>3060</td>
<td>3700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, several features of a plasma expanding from a cascaded arc were discussed. The expansion of the plasma in the region ahead of the shock front is independent of the vessel pressure whereas the shock front is closer to the exit of the cascaded arc if the vessel pressure increases. The behaviour of the ions and neutral particles in the supersonic expansion is near to adiabatic. The adiabatic behaviour is confirmed by comparing the ion and neutral particle density with the model of Ashkenas and Sherman [12]. Furthermore, three-particle recombination has a minor effect on the ion and neutral particle density in the expansion. The ions and the neutral particles behave independently in the shock front. The shock thickness of the ion shock front is systematically smaller than that of the neutral particles which is related to the larger viscosity of the ions. In the description of the ion shock front the influence of the electron has to be accounted for. This results in a smaller shock strength of the ions since they deliver the energy for the compression of the electrons. For both the ion and the neutral particle shock fronts a good agreement is found with the adiabatic model of Mott-Smith (equation (6)). An interesting observation is the fact that the electron temperature increases ahead of the density shock fronts. A subsequent paper is devoted to this subject [10].
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